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Trudeau Government Invokes Emergencies Act. Frozen Bank Accounts. Reprisals Against
Canadian Citizens

By David Sacks, February 22, 2022

His public safety minister Marco Mendocino stated that such extraordinary measures were
necessary due to “intimidation, harassment, and expressions of hate.” Perhaps he doesn’t
realize that none of these are listed in the law as valid reasons to invoke it.

Intensive Shelling of Donbass Residential Areas by Ukrainian Armed Forces Prior to Russia’s
Recognition Lugansk and Donesk as Independent States

By South Front, February 22, 2022

The  Ukrainian  Armed  Forces  started  intensive  firing  on  residential  buildings  in  the
settlement of Horlivka. Shells hit in the courtyard during February 21. The blast blew out the
windows. Residents had been evacuated in case the house collapses.

Fear and Loathing in Washington. “Vital Issues of War and Peace”

By Philip Giraldi, February 22, 2022

One can frequently disagree with government policies without necessarily regarding them
with disgust, but the Joe Biden Administration has turned that corner, first with its senseless
promotion of a new Cold War that could turn hot with Russia and, more recently, with its
actions undertaken to undermine and punish Afghanistan.
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Kiev Must Withdraw from Donetsk & Lugansk If It Truly Wants to Avert War

By Andrew Korybko, February 22, 2022

Kiev’s  continued shelling  of  those  newly  independent  republics  as  part  of  its  ongoing
genocide against their indigenous Russian people and its occupation of their territory that
the  Kremlin  officially  recognizes  as  falling  within  their  sovereign  borders  could  very  likely
provoke Moscow to militarily respond in self-defense.

History of Racist Violence against African Americans: Disarming the Black Masses Secured
the Failure of Reconstruction

By Abayomi Azikiwe, February 22, 2022

During the period of the enslavement of African people by Britain and the United States,
violence was a  key instrument  in  the maintenance of  the exploitative  and oppressive
system. African people between the 17th and 19th centuries prior to the eruption of the Civil
War (1861-1865), were largely prohibited from owning and carrying firearms.

Emergencies Act: The Canadian Government Could Confiscate Your Pet

By Martin Armstrong, February 22, 202

In a new low for democracy, the Ottawa By-law enforcement agency made it clear that they
are not above confiscating pets to quell  to the protests.  “Attention animal owners at [the]
demonstration: If you are unable to care for your animal as a result of enforcement actions,
your animal will [be] placed into protective care for 8 days, at your cost. After 8 days, if
arrangements are not made, your animal will be considered relinquished,” the tweet read.

“Totalitarian Democracy”: The Ongoing War in Ukraine and the War Measures Act in Canada

By Stewart Brennan, February 22, 2022

When our so-called western leaders tell you that Russia will invade the Ukraine and that
they know exactly what day Russia will invade the Ukraine, without providing any evidence,
you know that the western powers are up to something very sinister.

Israeli Convoy and Protest Against COVID Mandates Gets Evicted

By David Heller, February 22, 2022
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Participants decorated their cars with slogans in Hebrew and some in English. “Freedom”, “I
want my country back”, “Green pass = black stain” and “end the coercion” were some of
what was seen plastered along the vehicles in the convoy.

Britain and Australia’s Resource Grab in Afghanistan

By Antony Loewenstein, February 22, 2022

A little-known aspect of the disastrous Western occupation of Afghanistan was that UK and
Australian companies sought to access the country’s $3 trillion worth of untapped minerals –
with little regard for the welfare of Afghans.

The Federal Reserve: Enemy of American Workers

By Rep. Ron Paul, February 22, 2022

The  fact  that  prices  remain  at  historically  high  levels  shows  that  inflation  is  far  from
“transitory,” as Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell had described it. The continuing
inflation has led the Federal Reserve Board to suggest the Fed will start increasing interest
rates earlier than previously announced.

Funeral Home Stocks Surge, Death and Disability Payouts Soar

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, February 22, 2022

Business is booming at funeral homes across the U.S., as death rates creep up, particularly

among young, working-age individuals.1  Ex-Blackrock fund manager Ed Dowd has been
analyzing data about mortality rates before and after COVID-19 shots became widespread,
and found that  death rates worsened in 2021 — after  the shots became prevalent —
compared to 2020.
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